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Cell motility dependence on adhesive wetting†
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Adhesive cell–substrate interactions are crucial for cell motility and are responsible for the necessary

traction that propels cells. These interactions can also change the shape of the cell, analogous to liquid

droplet wetting on adhesive substrates. To address how these shape changes affect cell migration and

cell speed we model motility using deformable, 2D cross-sections of cells in which adhesion and

frictional forces between cell and substrate can be varied separately. Our simulations show that

increasing the adhesion results in increased spreading of cells and larger cell speeds. We propose an

analytical model which shows that the cell speed is inversely proportional to an effective height of the

cell and that increasing this height results in increased internal shear stress. The numerical and analytical

results are confirmed in experiments on motile eukaryotic cells.

1 Introduction

Migration of eukaryotic cells plays an important role in many
biological processes including development,1 chemotaxis,2 and
cancer invasion.3 Cell migration is a complex process, involving
external cues, intra-cellular biochemical pathways, and force
generation. The adhesive interaction between cells and their
extracellular environment is an essential part of cell motility4

and is generally thought to be responsible for frictional forces
necessary for propulsion.5,6 These frictional forces are due to
the motion of the cytoskeleton network and can be measured
by traction force microscopy.7 On the other hand, adhesive cell–
substrate interaction can also lead to cell spreading in both
moving and non-moving cells.8–10 This is similar to the spreading
of a liquid droplet during the wetting of an adhesive substrate.
The resulting changes of the cell shape can potentially affect cell
motility. Experimentally, it is not possible to decouple the effect
of adhesion and friction, making it challenging to quantify the
relative importance of spreading in cell motility.

Here we investigate the dependence of motility on cell–
substrate adhesion using a mathematical model in which we

can alter the adhesive forces independent of frictional forces.
We carry out numerical simulations of this model using the
phase field approach, ideally suited for objects with deforming
free boundaries.11,12 We focus on a 2D vertical cross-section of
a migrating cell which captures both cell–substrate interactions
and internal fluid dynamics.13 Our adhesive interactions are
based on the phase-field description of wetting14,15 and are
independent of the molecular details of cell–substrate adhesion.
Our simulations, together with an analytical 2D model extended
from a previous 1D model,16 generate several nontrivial and
testable predictions which are subsequently verified by experi-
ments using motile Dictyostelium discoideum cells.

2 Results
2.1 Model

Our vertical cross-sectional model cell captures the interaction
of the cell with the bottom and, possibly, top substrate, as well
as the interior of the cell13 (Fig. 1). This is in contrast to most
computational studies of cell motility which model a flat cell
that is entirely in contact with the substrate.17–20 This interior
consists of a viscous cytoskeleton and is described as a compressible
actin fluid21 with constant viscosity while cell movement is driven by
active stress, located at the front of the cell. Note that we do not
consider myosin-based contraction. Furthermore, and following
ref. 21, we neglect the coupling between the actin fluid (representing
the cytoskeleton) and the cytoplasm. The latter is assumed to be
incompressible, resulting in volume conservation. This type of model
which treats the cytoskeleton as an active viscous compressible fluid
has been used in several recent studies.22–26 Friction is caused
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by the motion of the cytoskeleton relative to the substrate and is
taken to be proportional to the actin fluid velocity. To accurately
capture cell shape and its deformations, we use the phase field
approach in which an auxiliary field f(r,t) is introduced to
distinguish between the interior (f = 1) and exterior (f = 0).
This approach allows us to efficiently track the cell boundary
which is determined by f(r,t) = 1/2.12,20,24,25,27,28 In our model,
boundary motion is driven by fluid flow which is determined by
adhesion, friction, membrane forces and active protrusion. The
cell is placed on a substrate which is parallel to the x direction,
and polarized in one direction. As described in earlier
work,24,25,29 the evolution of the cell’s shape is determined by
the phase field dynamics:

@fðr; tÞ
@t

¼ �u � rfðr; tÞ þ G er2f� G0
�
eþ ce rfj j

� �
; (1)

where the advection term couples the velocity field of the actin
fluid, u, to the phase field, e is the width of the boundary, G is a
relaxation coefficient, G is a double-well potential with minima
at f = 1 and f = 0, and c is the local curvature of the boundary
(see ESI†).

The actin fluid velocity field is determined by the stationary
Stokes equation with an assumption of perfect compressibility
(zero pressure):21

r�[nf(ru + ruT)] + Fsub + Fmem + Farea + r�sa = 0, (2)

where n is the viscosity of the cell and where sa is the active
stress due to actin polymerization, further detailed below. Here,
we have also neglected inertial forces, an approximation that is
valid on the cellular scale where the Reynolds number is very small
compared to 1.21,23 Furthermore, the validity of this approximation
has been explicitly verified in previous studies.21,24 Fsub is the
interaction between the cell and substrate and contains both
adhesion and friction, Fsub = Fadh + Ffric. The adhesive force is

given by Fadh ¼
dHðf; wÞ

df
rf; with the cell–substrate interaction

potential:

Hðf; wÞ ¼
ð
dr2f2ðf� 2Þ2WðwÞ:

Here, w(r) is a constant field which marks the substrate (or ceiling)
and continuously changes from w = 1 (within the substrate) to w = 0
(out of substrate; Fig. S1, ESI†). W(w) is a potential with a
negative adhesion energy per unit length controlled by a para-
meter A such that larger values of A represent a larger adhesive
force between cell and substrate. In addition, this potential
contains a short-range repulsion that ensures that the cell does
not penetrate the substrate. The term f2(f � 2)2 is added to
ensure that the force peaks within the boundary and vanishes at
f = 0 and f = 1.

The second term in Fsub describes the frictional force
between the cell and the substrate. Depending on the cell type,
these forces can arise from focal adhesions or from non-specific
cell–substrate interactions. For simplicity, the frictional force in our
cross-sectional model is modeled as a viscous drag proportional to
the actin fluid velocity:

Ffric = �xswu � xdu,

where the first term is the cell–substrate friction, parameterized
by the coefficient xs, and the second term represents a damping
force, introduced to increase numerical stability. We have
verified that the cell speed changes little when we vary the drag
coefficient xd (Fig. S2, ESI†). Initially, we will vary both the
adhesion energy (which controls spreading) and the frictional
drag separately, allowing us to determine its relative contribution
to cell motility. We will then examine model extensions which
implement dependent adhesion and friction mechanisms (see
Fig. 4). The uniform membrane tension Fmem and a force arising
from cell area conservation Farea are introduced as in our previous
work.25,27 The latter force results in cell shapes with roughly
constant area. More details of these forces, along with details of
the simulation techniques for eqn (1) and (2) are given in ESI.†
As a consistency check, we have simulated cells without any
propulsive force and have verified that the resulting static
shapes agree well with shapes obtained using standard energy
minimization simulations30 (Fig. S3, ESI†).

Polarization in our model is introduced through the polarization
indicator ra. In contrast to our previous studies,24,25 we do not
explicitly include diffusion or advection of this indicator and,
for simplicity, have chosen ra = 1 at the front half and ra = 0 at
the rear half of the cell. Following earlier work,13,31,32 we assume
that protrusions that are generated by actin polymerization only
occur at the front of the cell and close to the substrate. Our
formulation of the active stress sa incorporates these assump-
tions. Specifically, we introduce a field c(r) with width l and
located a distance e away from the substrate (Fig. S1, ESI†). By
making the active stress proportional to G(c)fra(r), we restrict
possible protrusions to a narrow band parallel to the substrate
and in the cell front. This band is schematically shown in yellow
in Fig. 1. In addition, we localize the stress to the interface by

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of a model cell on a substrate. The cross-
section of the cell is represented by a phase field f while the substrate is
defined by a field w. The dynamics of the cytoskeleton network is modeled
as an actin fluid with velocity u (red arrow). Forces in the model include the
membrane tension, cell–substrate adhesive forces, forces due to active
actin polymerization, and cytosolic viscous forces (proportional to u). Actin
polymerization is restricted to a narrow region near the substrate at the
cell front-half, as indicated by the yellow band. Additional model details are
given in main text and in ESI.†
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multiplying the expression of sa by the factor |rf|2. This is
schematically shown as blue dots in Fig. 2 and 3. The expression
for the stress is then given by:

sa = �ZaG(c)fra(r)e|rf|2n̂n̂. (3)

Here, Za is the protrusion coefficient, and n̂ = rf/|rf| is the
normal to the cell boundary. Note that our model does not
include any possible feedback between substrate and stress
generation.

Our simulations are carried out as described previously25

and further detailed in the ESI† where we also list the full set of
equations. As initial conditions, our simulations start with
polarized cells in which the distribution of ra is asymmetric.
The cell’s speed is tracked by nc = dxc/dt with xc the cell mass
center xc ¼

Ð
xfd2r

�Ð
fd2r and simulations are continued until

a steady state has been achieved. Parameters values used in the
simulations are given in Table S1 (ESI†).

2.2 Simulation results and analysis

We first investigate how cells move on a single substrate with
different adhesion energies. For this, we solve the phase field
equations for different values of the adhesion parameter A.
Examples of resulting cell shapes are shown in Fig. 2 while an
example of the actin fluid velocity field is shown in Fig. S4
(ESI†). We find that with increasing adhesion strength, cells
spread more and thus become thinner, similar to the spreading
of a droplet on surfaces with increasing wettability (Fig. 2a).
Our simulations reveal that the cell speed (i.e., the velocity
parallel to the substrate) keeps increasing as the adhesion
increases, without any indication of saturation (Fig. 2b). This is
perhaps surprising, as our physical intuition suggests that adhesion
and friction go hand in hand, with larger adhesion corresponding to
higher friction. In our simulations, however, adhesion and friction
are independent and can be separately adjusted.

To provide insights into the relation between adhesion, cell
shape and speed, we consider a simplified version of eqn (2),
similar to the 1D model examined in ref. 16. Since only asymmetric
stress will contribute to the cell’s speed,33 we only need to take into
account the viscosity, friction and active stress in the equation:

nr�svis � xu + r�sa = 0, (4)

where svis =ru +ruT, x is a friction coefficient taken to be spatially
homogeneous, and sa is the active stress which is 0 outside the cell.
Boundary conditions include a steady cell shape n̂�vc = n̂�u, zero
net traction force

Ð
xud2r ¼ 0; and zero parallel stress svis�t̂ = 0,

where n̂, t̂ are the normal and tangential unit vector, respectively.
It is in general not possible to solve eqn (4) in a arbitrary

geometry. However, for the special case of a fixed-shape rectangular
cell with length L and height H occupying x A [�L/2,L/2], y A [0,H]
we can solve for the cell speed vc (see the ESI†). By averaging
the stress over the vertical direction and following Carlsson’s
one-dimensional solution,16 we find:

vc ¼ �
1

4nH

ðL=2
�L=2

~saxx sinhðkxÞ
sinhðkL=2Þ dx; (5)

Fig. 2 (a) Cell shapes for different values of substrate adhesion strength.
The blue dots here, and elsewhere, schematically indicate the location of
active stress. Scale bar 5 mm. (b) Cell speed (blue circles) and effective
height of a cell (red triangles) as a function of the adhesion strength.

Fig. 3 (a) Cell shapes for different chamber heights. The adhesion strength of the top and bottom substrate is fixed at 30 pN. Scale bar: 5 mm.
(b) Corresponding cell speed (blue circles) and effective height (red triangles) as a function of chamber height. (c) Cell shapes in a chamber with adhesive
top and bottom substrates, with the top substrate adhesion fixed to 30 pN. Scale bar: 5 mm. (d) Cell speed (blue circles) and effective height (red triangles)
as a function of adhesion strength of the bottom substrate (chamber height = 6 mm).
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where k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x=ð2nÞ

p
determines the spatial scale of the decay of

a point stress source16 and where ~saxx ¼
ÐH
0 s

a
xxdy (see also the

ESI†). From this solution it is clear that asymmetric active
stress distribution will lead to cell motion. When kL/2 { 1,
corresponding to a highly viscous cytoskeleton,34 the speed is
proportional to the normalized active stress dipole
1=ðLHÞ �

Ð
x~sxxdx. In the phase field model, the active stress

in eqn (3) is a negative bell shape function located at the front
tip of the cell. This active stress can be approximated by
~sxx = �lbd[x � (L/2)�] where b is the active stress strength
and where the stress is assumed to be located just inside the
cell (see the ESI† and ref. 16). Substituting this into eqn (5),
we find

vc ¼
lb
4nH

; (6)

which shows that the cell speed scales inversely with the height
of the cell, and that this scaling is independent of the cell
length. Of course, a real cell will not be rectangular, and in the
ESI† we show that the cell speed scales with the average height
for a more complex-shaped cell (Fig. S5, ESI†). This suggests
that the cell speed can be parameterized using an effective
height Heff, which can be computed by averaging the height
over the cell length: Heff ¼ ð1=LÞ

Ð
HðxÞdx. In Fig. 2b we see that

Heff is monotonically decreasing when adhesion increases. The
inverse relation between cell speed and effective height qualitatively
agrees with the above analysis.

Interestingly, the above found relation between cell speed
and cell height does not depend on the way the cell’s effective
height is altered. To verify this, we also simulated cells in
confined geometries in which they are ‘‘squeezed’’ between
two substrates, as shown in Fig. 3a (an example of a cell with
the actin fluid velocity field can be found in Fig. S4, ESI†).
Consistent with our analytical results, we find that as the
chamber height is reduced, the cell’s speed increases while the
cell’s effective height decreases (Fig. 3b). Furthermore, changing
the adhesive strength on the top and bottom substrate while
keeping the distance between them fixed will also affect the
cell shape and its effective height (Fig. 3c and Fig. S4, ESI†).
Our simulations show that a difference in the top and bottom
adhesion leads to an asymmetric cross-section and that the cell’s
effective height reaches a maximum for equal top and bottom
adhesion (Fig. 3d). Consistent with eqn (6), our simulations show
that the cell speed reach a minimum for substrates with equal
adhesive strengths (Fig. 3d).

Our results can be explained by realizing that cells contain a
cytoskeleton network that can be described as a compressible
viscous actin fluid. This actin fluid contains ‘‘active’’ regions
which are confined to a layer with fixed width of l, and
‘‘passive’’ regions that are outside these active regions. Active
stress is only generated within this active region. Large viscosity will
make the cell speed independent of cell length (see eqn (5) and
ref. 16). However, this viscosity also leads to dissipation due to
internal shear stress: passive regions are coupled to the active
regions through vertical shear interactions, resulting in dissipation.

This dissipation increases with increasing cell height, as can
also be seen in the velocity profile shown in Fig. S6 (ESI†), and
thinner cells will move faster. We have tested this explanation
by carrying out additional simulations. In one set, we simulated
cells moving in chambers of varying height while keeping the
ratio of the size of the active stress layer l and cell height
constant. Consistent with our theoretical predictions, the speed
of these cells is independent of the chamber height (Fig. S7,
ESI†). In addition, we have simulated cells in which the active
stress region spans the entire front. Again in line with our
theoretical insights, the cell speed was found to be largely
independent of the chamber height (Fig. S8, ESI†).

In our simulations, we have kept the friction coefficient
constant and have thus ignored any potential link between
adhesion and friction. This is likely appropriate for Dictyostelium
cells but may not be valid for mammalian cells that have integrin
mediated focal adhesions. The exact dependence of friction on
adhesion is complicated and poorly understood.35,36 Our model,
however, can easily be extended to explore the entire phase space
of friction and adhesion. To illustrate this, we compute the speed
of a cell crawling on a single substrate by sampling a broad range
of adhesion strengths (A = 10 pN to A = 40 pN) and friction
coefficients (xs = 1 Pa s mm�1 to xs = 103 Pa s mm�1) while keeping
all other parameters fixed. The resulting cell speeds are shown in
Fig. 4a using a color map. As expected, cells stall when adhesion
is low and friction is high (dark blue region) while the highest cell
speed occurs for large adhesion and a relatively broad range of
low friction values (yellow region).

Different dependencies between friction and adhesion cor-
respond to different trajectories through the two-dimensional
phase space of Fig. 4a. The results we have presented so far
correspond to traversing the phase space along the white dashed
line in Fig. 4a. The black dashed line in this figure, on the other
hand, represents a linear dependence between friction and adhesion
(xs = xb + xlA/Al with xb = 1 Pa s mm�1, xl = 5 Pa s mm�1, and Al = 1 pN)
while the red dashed line represents an exponential dependence
(xs = xb + xe exp(A/Ae) with xb = 1 Pa s mm�1, xe = 1 Pa s mm�1, and
Ae = 7 pN). For these two adhesion–friction dependencies, we
have computed the cell speed for unconfined (Fig. 4b) and
confined cells (Fig. 4c). For friction that depends linearly on
adhesion, the speed of unconfined cells continues to increase as
adhesion increases (black line in Fig. 4b). This is very similar to
the results we obtained for constant friction (cf. Fig. 2b). For
exponential friction, the speed of unconfined cells initially
increases for increasing adhesion. As adhesion increases, however,
friction becomes more and more dominant, and cell’s speed
reaches a maximum, followed by a decrease (red line in Fig. 4b).
This bi-phasic dependence of adhesion is consistent with a
variety of experiments.22,37–39 For confined cells and a linear
friction–adhesion relationship, the dependence of the cell speed
on the adhesive strength of the bottom substrate is shown in
Fig. 4c (black line). Again, the results are very similar to our
previously studied, constant friction case (cf. Fig. 3d): cell speed
reaches a minimum when the top and bottom adhesion strength
are equal. Not surprisingly, the dependence of cell speed on bottom
adhesion is different for the exponential relationship. Here, friction
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becomes dominant when adhesion increases, resulting in a cell
speed that continuously decreases. These results show that
friction plays a relatively small role in determining cell speed
unless friction xs increases over orders of magnitude when
adhesion A changes by small amounts.

2.3 Experimental results

To test the above predictions, we performed motility experiments
of Dictyostelium discoideum cells. Importantly, these cells, unlike
mammalian cells, do not make integrin mediated focal adhesions
and their substrate adhesion is likely to be mediated by direct
physiochemical factors such as van der Waals attraction.40

Experiments are carried out in microfluidic devices, as shown
in Fig. 5a and modified from earlier work41 (see also ESI and
Fig. S9, ESI†). Cells are moving in chambers with height h and
with substrates that have variable adhesive properties. A constant
cAMP gradient is established by diffusion so that cells preferably
move in one direction (denoted as the x direction). Note that the
constant signal polarizing the cell in one direction is consistent
with our model of a constantly-polarized cell.

Dictyostelium cells move by extending actin filled protrusions
called pseudopods which can extend over a significant distance
from the substrate. As a consequence, our confined cells occlude
the entire space between two substrates. This was verified explicitly
by labeling the cell with a fluorescent membrane marker and
creating confocal z-stacks (Fig. S10, ESI†). The results also demon-
strate that in the case of symmetric adhesion the outline of the cell
does not change appreciably as one moves from one to the other
substrate. Furthermore, using LimE as a fluorescent marker, we
have verified that the level of actin polymerization is largest near
the substrates (Fig. S10C, ESI†). This observation is in agreement
with earlier experiments of Dictyostelium cells migrating in a
narrow channel32 which revealed significantly larger levels of LimE
fluoresence near the channel walls.

The top substrate of the chamber consists of polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) and the bottom substrate is either made of
PDMS or is coated with a thin layer of polyethylene glycol (PEG) gel.

Cells moving on these PEG-coated substrates have vastly reduced
adhesion, as reported in earlier studies.42 We measure the average
speed of the cell Vx in the direction of the chemoattractant
gradient, both as a function of the height of the chamber and
for different substrate compositions (Fig. 5b). Furthermore, to
quantify the effect of the adhesive properties of the substrates
on migrating cells, we measure the contact area of the cell on
both top and bottom substrates of the chamber using confocal
microscopy (Fig. 5c and d). More adhesive substrates will result
in more cell spreading and thus larger contact areas.

Our theoretical predictions for cells in confinement are that
decreased height increases speed, and that cells in asymmetric
adhesion are faster than cells in symmetric adhesion. Both of
these qualitative predictions are observed in our experiments.
First, our experiments show that cell speed is significantly affected
by the height of the chamber (Fig. 5b). Cells in chambers of height
h = 10 mm move markedly slower than cells in chambers with
h = 7 mm which, in turn, have smaller speed than cells in chambers
with h = 5 mm. The trend of slower motion in deeper chambers holds
for both PDMS and PEG coated bottom substrates. Furthermore,
we have verified that these results do not depend on the steepness of
the gradient (Fig. S11, ESI†). These observations are fully consistent
with our numerical and theoretical predictions (Fig. 3).

In addition, our experiments show that cells moving in a
chamber with unequal top and bottom adhesion are markedly
asymmetric (Fig. 5c), consistent with past results that showed
that Dictyostelium cells only weakly adhere to PEG. Specifically,
the contact area of cells on PEG coated substrates is significantly
smaller than the contact area on PDMS substrates and the
resulting asymmetry can be quantified by the ratio of bottom
and top contact area. Cells with PDMS on top and bottom and
for h = 5 mm and h = 7 mm have ratios close to 1 indicating that
the shape is symmetric. In contrast, cells moving in chambers
with these values of h that have a PEG bottom have ratios that
are much smaller than 1, indicating a more asymmetric cell
shape. For the largest value of h (h = 10 mm) cell preferentially
attach to the top PDMS substrate, resulting in negligible contact

Fig. 4 (a) Cell crawling speed dependence on adhesion strength and friction coefficient (normalized by xs = 1 Pa s mm�1). Cell speed is visualized using
the colormap. The dashed lines correspond to different dependencies of the friction on adhesion (white: constant friction, black: linear dependence, red:
exponential dependence). (b) Cell speed for unconfined cells as a function of adhesion for linear (black line) and exponential (red line) dependence on
adhesion (for parameters see main text). (c) Speed of confined cells as function of bottom substrate adhesion strength for linear (black line) and
exponential (red line) dependence of friction on adhesion (top substrate adhesion = 30 pN, chamber height = 6 mm).
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area at the bottom PEG substrate and ratios close to 0. For this
chamber height, the ratio for PDMS substrates is larger than
one since cells are loaded on the bottom substrate and cannot
fully attach to the top substrate.

Importantly, quantifying the cell speed for the different
chambers reveals that cells in the symmetric PDMS/PDMS condition
move slower than cells in the asymmetric PDMS/PEG condition
(Fig. 5b). Again, these experimental results are fully consistent
with our theoretical and numerical predictions and show that
cell shape, and more specifically its effective height, can signifi-
cantly affect motility speed (Fig. 3).

3 Discussion and conclusion

In this study, we examined how cell shape can affect cell speed
using simulations, analytics, and experiments. We should stress
that our experiments can only be compared to the simulations

on a qualitative level. Values for the model parameters are not
precisely known, and our model cell is not fully three-dimensional.
Nevertheless, separating the frictional and adhesive force in the
model provides clear insights into the role of adhesion and cell
shape in determining cell speed. This separation also makes it
challenging to compare our results to previous studies that
investigated the effects of cell–substrate interactions on cell speed.
For example, a recent study using fish keratocyte cells22 found that
cell spreading increases with adhesion strength (measured by the
concentration of adhesive molecules). These experiments also
revealed a biphasic speed dependence on adhesion such that cell
speed increases between low and intermediate adhesion strengths
and decreases between intermediate and high adhesion strengths.
These results are similar to earlier experimental studies, and have
previously been interpreted in terms of minimal models without
cell shape.38,43,44 Our results suggest that the increase of cell speed
with increased adhesion found in these experiments might
be attributed to cell spreading and a lower effective height.

Fig. 5 Experimental tests of the numerical and theoretical predictions. (a) Schematic side view of the microfluidics chamber. Cells are placed in a
confined chamber with variable height. The top substrate is composed of PDMS while the bottom substrate is either composed of PDMS or coated with
less adhesive PEG. Cells are guided by a chemoattractant (cAMP) gradient of strength 0.45 nM mm�1 in the chamber. (b) Cell speed in the gradient
direction for varying chamber height, indicated along the x-axis, and top/bottom substrate composition, indicated by the label. For both PDMS/PDMS and
PDMS/PEG substrate compositions, the cell speed decreases as chamber height is increased. Furthermore, for fixed chamber height, cells move faster
when the bottom substrate is less adhesive (i.e., PDMS/PEG). P-Value o10�5 with unpaired t-test. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
(c) Scan of the cell area profile at the top and bottom of the chamber using the fluorescent membrane marker Car1-RFP (h = 5 mm). Cells with PEG-
coated bottom substrates (PDMS/PEG) show asymmetric shapes whereas cells with PDMS bottom substrates (PDMS/PDMS) show symmetric shapes.
Scale bar, 10 mm. (d) Ratio of top and bottom contact area under different conditions (label indicates bottom substrate composition). P-Value o10�5 with
Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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The observed decrease in cell speed following a further increase
in adhesion can then be explained by a larger relative role of
frictional forces. Likewise, our experimental results suggest
that our experiments operate in a regime where substrate
friction is less important than the internal viscosity and hence
the major effect of the substrate modification is the change in
adhesion.

Our numerical and experimental results indicate that changing
cell morphology through confinement can also significantly alter
the migration speed, with decreasing chamber heights resulting
in increased cell speeds. Comparison with other cell types
is challenging as cells might change their behavior following
confinement. A recent study using normal human dermal
fibroblast cells, for example, found that slow mesenchymal cells
can spontaneously switch to a fast amoeboid migration pheno-
type under confinement.44 This phenotypic transition makes it
difficult to directly compare those observations with our results
and further investigation is needed to determine how different
cell types behave in confinement.

We should point out that the simple scaling of cell speed
dependence on cell height (eqn (6)) is based on the assumption
of localized active stress (the numerator) and uniform cyto-
skeleton viscosity (the denominator) in the entire cross section.
As shown in our experimental work and in previous studies,32

F-actin is localized close to the substrate, in support of the first
assumption. It is currently unclear whether the second approxi-
mation is valid for Dictyostelium or other cells. Presumably, in
cells with a clear segregation of actin cortex and cytoplasm, a large
viscosity contrast could be present. Nevertheless, our arguments
might still hold, as long as passive regions are coupled to the active
regions through shear interactions (one example is the model in
ref. 31). In this case, passive regions will still slow down the cell, but
the relation between cell speed and shape will be more complicated
and will have contributions from regions with different viscosity.
To address this more general case, a full three-dimension model
with viscosity contrast between the cortex and cytoplasm is necessary
and will be part of future extensions.

In summary, we show how adhesion forces result in cell
spreading and that the accompanying shape changes can result
in larger velocities. Key in this result is the existence of a narrow
band of active stress that has a smaller spatial extent than the
height of the cell. As a result, the dissipation due to the shear
stress between this active band and the remainder of the cell
increases as the effective height of the cell increases. In our
model, we have assumed a cell motility model corresponding to
stable flat protrusions. The conclusion that cell speed scales
inversely with the effective height is also valid for other cell
motility models as long as the active propulsion region has
limited spatial extent. For example, replacing the constant active
stress by an oscillating stress, similar to protrusion–retraction
cycles seen in amoeboid cells, does not change the qualitative
results (Fig. S12, ESI†). Further extensions of our model could
include focal adhesive complexes (to model a broader range of
eukaryotic cell types) and different types of actin structures in
different parts of the cell. These extensions can then be used to
further determine the role of adhesion in cell motility.
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